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Included in delivery

Cash drawer USB converter

USB cable 12 V Slot bracket Converter

12V cable
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1 Legal information

All  rights  reserved.  No  part  of  this  manual  may  not  be  repro-
duced  or  copied  in  any  form  without  permission  of  Holtkamp 
Electronics GmbH. The rights for contained software in control 
and memory blocks are  exclusively from the manufacturer.  
The reading and copying of the program content is strictly prohi-
bited. The  Holtkamp  Electronics  GmbH  is  not  liable  to  the 
purchaser  of  this  product  or  third  parties  for  damages,  los-
ses,  costs  or expenses caused by the buyer or any third party 
due to accident, misuse or unauthorized alterations, repairs or 
improvements. 
The Holtkamp Electronics GmbH shall remain liable for any loss, 
costs, disruptions or consequential damages that result from the 
use of the control.
The  technical  data are  up to  date.  Misprints,  errors and modi-
fications  excepted.  Older manuals  are  no longer  valid  with the 
publication of this manual. 

4 Instructions for cleaning and 
 maintenance

The device is largely maintenance-free. Under no circumstances 
should cleaning agents or lubricants be used for cleaning! The 
metal housing can be cleaned with a damp cloth and water-so-
luble cleaning agent. Never use thinner, gasoline, acetone or ab-
rasive cleaning agents.

2 Warranty

The function of the device is guaranteed for 12 months from the 
date of sale (invoice date counts). The warranty is limited exclu-
sively to technical defects of the device, further claims can not 
be recognized.
Furthermore, our General Terms and Conditions apply, as of April 
2020 - see also homepage: www.holtkamp.de. Any liability expi-
res in case of tampering with the device.

3 Safety notices

The device are built according to the prior art and the recognized 
safety rules. 
Nevertheless, its use threats to life and limb of the user or third 
parties, or cause damage to the device or other equipment du-
ring  use.  Use  the  device  only  in  perfect  condition,  and  in-
tended,  safety  and  the  risk  of  danger,  in  compliance  with  the 
instruction  manual!  Do  immediately  eliminate  particular  dis-
orders,  which  may  affect  safety!  Always  keep  the  operating 
instructions  directly to  the cash drawer!  Note,  in  addition  to 
the  user  guide,  the  generally  applicable legal  and  other 
mandatory regulations relevant to accident prevention and en-
vironmental protection!
Perform no changes and/or modifications to the cash drawer wi-
thout approval of the manufacturer! Spare parts must meet 
the requirements specified by the manufacturer.  This is guaran-
teed only for original spare parts.  Do observe the in the user 
manual  specified  or  prescribed  deadlines  for  recurring  main-
tenance  intervals!  

Do  provide  for  the  safe  and  environmentally friendly  disposal  
of  plastic  parts  and  electronic  replacement  parts!  The  manu-
facturer  is  not  liable  for  damage  caused  by 
improper use.  The  user bears the risk.  Intended use also inclu-
des compliance with the operating instructions and compliance 
with the inspection and maintenance conditions..
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5 Connecting of the cash drawer
1. Switch off your PC and pull out the plug of the PC from  
 the socket. Open the PC and connect the 12V Slot brac- 
 ket adapter to a free connecting cable of your PC. 2. Put the slot bracket into a free insertion of your PC. 

3. Connect again your PC and put the plug into the power  
 socket.

4. Insert now the 12 V cable into the installed slot bracket  
 and the 12 V socket of the USB converter.

5. Insert now the RJ45 socket of the cash drawer  
 also into the USB converter.  Which of the two sockets  
 (CD1 or CD2) you plug in is up to you, you only have to  
 select later in which socket you have inserted the cash dra- 
 wer.
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6. Connect now also the USB converter to the USB conver- 
 ter with the USB interface of you PC together with the  
 delivered USB cable.

7. Now switch on your PC, so that it bootet. By connecting  
 the PC it could be, that the cash drawer is already ope- 
 ned.

6 Installation of the driver

After having started the PC the operating system asks for a dri-
ver for the USB converter for the cash drawer and the following 
dialogue appears: 

Choose the point „No, not this time“ and click to „Next>“.

Next appears the following dialogue:

Choose here the point „Install from a list or specific location 
(Advanced)“ and click to „Next>“.

Next appears the following dialogue:

Choose here only the point „Include this location in the search:“ 
and click to „Browse“.

The following dialogue opens:

On the Heliotex CD is the triber of the USB converter. Change on 
the Heliotex CD into the above 
shown list cashdrawer >> driver.

Afterwards click „OK“. 
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The previous dialogue appears again with the chosen list.

Click now to „Next>“.

Now starts the installation and the following dialogue will be 
shown:

Should appear the following dialogue:

Pease confirm these with „Continue Anyway“.

Now is the installation finished and the following dialogue appears: 

7. Testing the cash drawer

After the installation the cash drawer can be tested with help of 
a test programm.
Therefore you have to know at first, on which port of your PC the 
USB converter has been installed.
To receive this information click with the right mouse button on 

the „My Compute symbol“               and choose the point „Pro-
perties“.

The following dialogue opens:
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Choose here the rider „Hardware“:

Choose now the button „Device Manager“:

The explorer starts:

Here you search the entries fort he connections of "COM & LPT" 
and click to these, so that all entries are appear.
The entry „Prolific USB-to-Serial Bridge“ is for the USB con-
verter. In these example has been installed the USB converter 
to the Port (COM5).
Note these port (here COM5)
Search here the for the connections of COM & LPT

Now you can close the dialogue.

On the Heliotex CD is a test programm for the cash drawer. To 
start the programm open at first the file Explorer by clicking with 
the right mouse button on the Start symbol and the choice „Ex-
plore“:

Change into the list cashdrawer >> testprogram on the Helio-
tex CD. 
Start into the program by double click on the programm „W8005U-
demo“.
The program starts as follows:

Choose from the Combobox now the determined port for the 
USB converter. In this example „com5“.
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If you have connected the cash drawer to the CD1,you can open 
these by pushing the buttons „OpenCashDrawer 1 by 24 v trig-
ger“.

If you have connected the cash drawer to CD2, these can be 
opened by pushing the buttons „Open CashDrawer 2 by 24 v 
trigger“.
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Südstraße 40, D-49084 Osnabrück  
Phone: +49 541 97120-0
info@holtkamp.de

Technical Stand 09.2019 / We reserve the right to technical changes in the production and technical developments.

For technical information during our business hours: 
Monday - Thursday 8.00 a.m. - 16.00 p.m. and Friday 8.00 a.m. - 13.00 p.m. choose:  

+49 541 97120-0

or visit our homepage:

www.holtkamp.de 


